
　 参考答案　

参 考 答 案

Unit 1　 Asia

Welcome to the unit

[基础加油站]

1. knots　 2. tiring　 3. steps　 4. chopsticks　 5. hurt

[训练进行时]

一、 1. jumping　 2. Asian　 3. not draw　 4. suggestion( s) 　

5. amazing　

二、 1—5　 BCDCC

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—5　 ACDBC　 6—10　 ACBBC

二、 1. when　 2. during　 3. describes　 4. nearly　 5. various

6. readers　 7. reminds　 8. that　 9. Since　 10. develop

Reading 1

[基础加油站]

1. eastern　 2. shapes　 3. underground　 4. flags　 5. points

[训练进行时]

一、 1. natural 　 2. attraction 　 3. tourists 　 4. hung 　

5. unusual

二、 1—5　 ADCCD

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—4　 CCAB

二、 1. also　 2. friends　 3. sports　 4. busy　 5. shop　

6. something 　 7. night 　 8. restaurants 　 9. close 　

10. lunch

Reading 2

[基础加油站]

1. landscape　 2. south-east　 3. middle　 4. hang　 5. upwards

[训练进行时]

一、 1. attraction　 2. build　 3. raising　 4. to cycle　 5. spend

二、 1—5　 BBCAC　 6—10　 DCABA

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 CABDD　 6—10　 CBACD　 11—15　 CBADB

阶段总结一

一、 1—5 　 CBCCC 　 6—10 　 CDCAC 　 11—15 　 ADCAB 　

16—20　 CACAD

二、 1—5　 CDBAD　 6—10　 DCBAA

Grammar

[基础加油站]

一、 1. quarter　 2. level　 3. Either　 4. transport　 5. includes

二、 1. more exciting 　 2. tasty 　 3. easily 　 4. spend 　 5. to

choose　 6. to live　 7. was walking　 8. knows　 9. visiting

10. includes

三、 1—5　 BAADC　 6—10　 CBCDC

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 CBBDA

Integrated skills & Study skills

[基础加油站]

一、 1. Japanese　 2. culture　 3. states　 4. during　 5. belongs

二、 1. to stay　 2. not to give　 3. eastern　 4. doing　 5. fourth

6. were　 7. to park　 8. longest　 9. service　 10. third　

11. called　 12. will have　 13. will leave / are leaving

14. to learn　 15. has

三、 1—5　 BDDBA

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 BDABD　 6—10　 CCDBA　 11—15　 ADCBD

Task

[基础加油站]

一、 1. service 　 2. dishonest 　 3. patient 　 4. population 　

5. Indian

二、 1. uninterested　 2. fans　 3. successfully　 4. considering

5. confident

三、 1—5　 ADABA　 6—10　 DBBAA

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 BDACD

阶段总结二

一、 1—5　 CABAC　 6—10　 ADDBA　 11—15　 BDDCC
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二、 1. watchtowers　 2. location　 3. Cave　 4. quarter　 5. lies

6. wonders　 7. shapes　 8. traditional　 9. raising

10. pleasant　 11. to live　 12. natural　 13. beauty

14. watching　 15. cycling

三、 1. lucky　 2. pick　 3. eat　 4. sent　 5. rest　 6. centuries

7. instead　 8. wild　 9. speed　 10. hear

四、 1. has taken up so much space　 2. it ( is) difficult to learn

Chinese opera　 3. is much more serious than we imagined　

4. has lain in the middle of the city　 5. (which / that) we

used to go to will be turned into

单元测试卷

一、 1—5 　 AAAAA　 6—10 　 ADCDC 　 11—15 　 BDACD　

16—20　 BBBDA

二、 1—5　 BCCBB　 6—10　 CDDAD

三、 1—5　 CBBAD　 6—10　 DACBC

四、 1. chopsticks　 2. tired　 3. emperors　 4. point

5. landscape　 6. to hire　 7. unusual　 8. was walking　

9. hung　 10. dynasties

五、 1. Travelling　 2. beautiful　 3. air　 4. healthy　 5. rain　

6. ill　 7. lose　 8. first　 9. with　 10. carefully

六、 1. interested　 2. Asia　 3. history　 4. sight　 5. flew

6. carried 　 7. advised 　 8. filled 　 9. experience 　

10. enjoyed

七、 Dear Eric,

You wanted to know about Chinese paper-cutting. Here

Im glad to tell you something about it. Chinese paper-cutting

has a long history of over 2,000 years. It can be seen in

different parts of China. Many people, no matter young or

old, are fond of it. People in northern part of China do well

in making paper-cuts. People cut paper into different

shapes, like birds, fish, flowers and so on. I think Chinese

paper-cuts are not only beautiful but also very useful. People

usually put them on doors or windows when they celebrate

something happy, especially for the Spring Festival. More

and more people are interested in it. I hope youll come to

China to see more Chinese paper-cuts one day.

Best wishes!

Yours,

Li Ming

Unit 2　 Great people

Welcome to the unit

一、 1. explorer　 2. right　 3. fighter　 4. inventions

5. Russian(s)

二、 1. Europeans　 2. Italian　 3. the most popular　 4. to come

5. has invented

三、 1—5　 DACCC

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—4　 CCAD

二、 1. It is the ability to be brave in various situations in our

life. 　 2. I will show fear. 　 3. The more you use it, the

stronger it gets. / By using it more. / It can be exercised.

4. They can control their fear.

Reading 1

[基础加油站]

一、 1. giant　 2. pilot　 3. managed　 4. citizen　 5. leap

二、 1. pride　 2. flight　 3. spinning　 4. heroes　 5. highest

三、 1—5　 ACCCD

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—3　 CDB

二、 1. years　 2. exciting　 3. beach　 4. talking　 5. Amazing

6. PE　 7. boring　 8. Hating　 9. attracted　 10. more

Reading 2

[基础加油站]

一、 1. citizens　 2. giant　 3. surface　 4. landed　 5. aircraft

二、 1. heroes　 2. further　 3. are allowed　 4. further

5. to greet

三、 1—5　 ACBBA　 6—10　 CCDBA

[阅读再提升]

一、 1. Two. 　 2. Tears come into the eye to clean the dust out.

3. Yes, they will. 　 4. Because they dont cry enough.

5. Cry / Shout / Do some physical exercises.
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二、 1. grew　 2. only　 3. felt　 4. touch　 5. what　 6. kept　

7. history　 8. forget　 9. help　 10. star

阶段总结一

一、 1—5　 DCACD

二、 1—5　 CDABD　

三、 1. invented 　 2. order 　 3. unknown 　 4. raising 　

5. discovery

四、 1. are doing　 2. spun　 3. has　 4. ask　 5. to solve

6. will achieve　 7. havent decided　 8. didnt notice

9. wasnt invited　 10. was chatting

五、 1. He said the famous words “one small step for ( a) man,

one giant leap for mankind” as he stepped out onto the

Moons surface. 　 2. On 20 July 1969, Neil Armstrong

became the first man to walk on the Moon. 　 3. Because of

his excellent service, Neil Armstrong was presented the

Medal of Freedom, the highest award that a US citizen can

receive. 　 4. When Apollo Ⅱ returned, the whole world was

waiting to greet them. 　 5. —How long does it take you to

finish the task? 　 —Three days and a half.

Grammar

[基础加油站]

一、 1. collecting 　 2. passage 　 3. last 　 4. interview 　

5. competition

二、 1. shines　 2. goes　 3. doesnt rain　 4. finish

5. are written

三、 1—5　 ABDCD　 6—10　 CBBBC

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—4　 DACB

二、 1. themselves　 2. spend　 3. learning　 4. health

5. other 　 6. better 　 7. feel 　 8. school 　 9. instead 　

10. because

Integrated skills & Study skills

[基础加油站]

一、 1. tested　 2. licence　 3. passages　 4. labs　 5. unknown

二、 1. to discover　 2. shorter　 3. solving　 4. was preparing　

5. travels

三、 1—5　 CDCCA

[阅读再提升]

1. How　 2. All　 3. affect　 4. Three / 3　 5. angry　 6. adults

7. Compare　 8. instead　 9. Conclusion　 10. solve

Task

[基础加油站]

一、 1. agriculture 　 2. advantage 　 3. hybrid 　 4. increase 　

5. development

二、 1—5　 ABBBA

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—4　 DBDC

二、 1. Father　 2. dream　 3. size　 4. hobbies　 5. fond

6. swimming 　 7. 23 　 8. successful 　 9. introduced 　

10. produces

阶段总结二

一、 1—5　 CBDAC　 6—10　 ABBDA　 11—15　 BDACA

二、 1—5　 BDACB　 6—10　 ADCCD　 11—15　 DDCBB

三、 1. citizen　 2. absent　 3. Freedom　 4. inventions

5. successfully　 6. be sent　 7. are drawing　 8. discovery

9. have seen　 10. widely

单元测试卷

一、 1—5　 DCCAD　 6—10　 BBBDC

二、 1—5　 BAABA　 6—10　 CBADB

三、 1—5　 CBCBD

四、 1. no / little 　 2. cause 　 3. rich 　 4. well 　 5. regularly /

more / often　 6. red　 7. using　 8. harm　 9. sunglasses　

10. care

五、 1. absent　 2. Physics　 3. universities　 4. mentioned

5. pilots　 6. to go　 7. caring　 8. not to talk　 9. is used

10. will land

六、 1. clever　 2. himself　 3. because　 4. continued

5. Several 　 6. explain 　 7. group 　 8. only 　 9. hot 　

10. ended

七、 1. Because theres often a special celebration for a girls 16th

birthday. 　 2. 20—40 dollars. 　 3. The candle-lighting

ceremony. 　 4. Fifteen years old. / 15 years old. 　 5. Its
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interesting / meaningful.

八、 　 　 The Chinese writer Mo Yan was famous for getting the

2012 Nobel Prize in Literature. His true name is Guan

Moye.

He was born in Weifang of Shandong in Feburary,

1955. He is the son of a farmer. In 1981, he began to

write. He is not only a novelist but also a writer of short

stories. One of his novels was made into the film Red

Sorghum directed by Zhang Yimou in 1988.

His work The Frog won the Mao Dun Literature Prize in

2011. Whats more, in October, 2012, he became the first

Chinese to win the Nobel Prize. Also because of this, his old

residerce has become / becomes the tourist attraction.

Im proud of him. And Ill try my best to work hard to

learn from him.

Unit 3　 Robots

Welcome to the unit

[基础加油站]

一、 1. a manager of a big company　 2. return home from school

3. knock things over　 4. cause a lot of problems　 5. have

no time to relax　 6. in the end　 7. in a mess　 8. catch

a virus

二、 1. wheels　 2. order　 3. private　 4. spread　 5. bill

[训练进行时]

一、 1. properly　 2. irons　 3. has　 4. to visit　 5. reading

二、 1—5　 ABABC

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 CCDAB　 6—10　 CDBAC

Reading

[基础加油站]

一、 1. post a letter for me　 2. write a letter to sb.

3. complain to sb. about sth. 　 4. a robot shop 　 5. do

housework　 6. explore outer space

二、 1. robot　 2. Whatever　 3. explore　 4. Brain　 5. post

[训练进行时]

1—4　 BCCC

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—5　 CDABD　 6—10　 DBCAC

二、 1—3　 CCD

阶段总结一

一、 1. completely　 2. Whatever　 3. order　 4. mess　 5. laid

6. storing　 7. coins　 8. customers　 9. paper　 10. wheel

二、 1. to succeed　 2. to complain　 3. easier　 4. to begin

5. to work　 6. repaired　 7. having　 8. satisfied

9. choice　 10. buying

三、 1—5　 BDBCB　 6—10　 AABCD　

四、 1—5　 BDAAC　 6—10　 BDBAB　 11—15　 CBCBC

Grammar

[基础加油站]

一、 1. no longer / not . . . any longer　 2. too much trouble　

3. knock things over　 4. be spread all over the floor　

5. deal with / do with　 6. go wrong

二、 1. complete　 2. smoothly　 3. ironed　 4. satisfy　 5. Lay

[训练进行时]

一、 1. getting / to get　 2. completely　 3. is designed

4. properly　 5. went

二、 1—4　 ACDA

[阅读再提升]

一、 1. important 　 2. stand 　 3. carefully 　 4. changes 　

5. value

二、 1—3　 ABA

Integrated skills & Study skills

[基础加油站]

一、 1. be busy doing all kinds of housework　 2. in my daily life

3. live with a robot 　 4. take the medicine 　 5. go on a

business trip / be on business　 6. remind sb. to do sth.

[训练进行时]

一、 1. to sweep　 2. are washed　 3. smoking　 4. was seen　

5. were cleaning

二、 1—4　 CDBD

[阅读再提升]
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一、 1—5　 BDABC

二、 1. ability　 2. Ways / How　 3. satisfied / pleased

4. confidence　 5. achievement(s)

Task

[基础加油站]

一、 1. battery　 2. memory　 3. hold on　 4. contact

[训练进行时]

一、 1. international　 2. checked　 3. didnt understand

4. to leave, to get

二、 1—4　 CAAC

[阅读再提升]

一、 1. helps　 2. feeling　 3. Reasons　 4. what　 5. following

二、 1—3　 DAD

阶段总结二

一、 1—5　 CAABC

二、 1. final / last　 2. population　 3. explaining　 4. engineers

5. except　 6. missing　 7. twelfth　 8. achievement

9. truly　 10. foggier

三、 1. with　 2. different　 3. than　 4. secrets　 5. satisfied　

6. angry　 7. feel　 8. write　 9. what　 10. prefer

四、 1. At the age of seven. 　 2. Dave Andersons.

3. Dominics real-life experience with his illness.

4. He thought of himself as Superman ( and fought the

illness bravely) . 　 5. We must be strong / brave enough to

face serious illness. Or . . . (答案不唯一,言之成理即可。)

单元测试卷

一、 1—5　 BAABC　 6—10　 CCDBD

二、 1—5　 ADBBD　 6—10　 ADCCA

三、 1—5　 BCDAB　 6—10　 DBDAC

四、 1. disappearing　 2. supposed　 3. humorous　 4. certain　

5. extra

五、 1. Red will help you when you are having difficulty making a

decision. 　 2. The problem cant be worked out without your

help. 　 3. Not only his parents but also he prefers shirts

made of cotton to those ones. 　 4. Could you tell me how

long you have kept the magazine? 　 5. Young people

should often learn from others instead of showing off.

六、 1. plant　 2. continue　 3. seemed　 4. around

5. unusual　 6. begun　 7. if　 8. ourselves　 9. achieving

10. environment

七、 Behave well during the travel

Huaguo Mountain is a famous tourist attraction in

Lianyungang. Every year many tourists come here to enjoy

its beautiful scenery. But a few years ago, a lot of bad

behaviors happened quite often during the travel. Some

threw litter, painted on the walls, and spit on the ground.

Some picked flowers, destroyed trees and hurt animals. And

even worse, some smoked in the woods. How dangerous!

Luckily, things have changed now. Rubbish is always

put into dustbins. People are friendly to animals. Nobody

smokes around the woods and places of interest are well

kept. All these changes make us happy.

As a student, I think we should know its our duty to

protect the environment. In order to make Huaguo Mountain

and our city more beautiful, lets behave well and try our

best to help fight (against) bad behaviors!

Unit 4　 Life on Mars

Welcome to the unit

[基础加油站]

1. travel into space　 2. on Mars　 3. get to my food

4. dried food

[训练进行时]

一、 1. pollution　 2. travelling　 3. need　 4. sleeping

5. will be done

二、 1—4　 CDAC

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—5　 BCADB　 6—10　 CDCAB

二、 1—5　 ADBCD

Reading

[基础加油站]

1. compare　 2. rapidly　 3. specially　 4. oxygen　 5. crowded
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[训练进行时]

一、 1—4　 BDDD

二、 1. polluted 　 2. scientists 　 3. travelling 　 4. listening 　

5. tasty

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 BCABD　 6—8　 BCC

阶段总结一

一、 1—5　 CDADB　 6—10　 CAABD　

二、 1—3　 CAD

三、 1. rights　 2. how　 3. freely　 4. decision　 5. rules

6. other　 7. enjoy　 8. fair　 9. together　 10. properly

Grammar

[基础加油站]

1. aware　 2. circle　 3. distance　 4. possibility　 5. difficult

[训练进行时]

1—5　 BACBA

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—5　 BACDA

二、 1. Four. 　 2. For over a thousand years. / Since over a

thousand years ago. 　 3. In Fujian, Zhejiang and Yunnan.

4. In ancient China, people used tea as a kind of medicine.

5. Yes, I do. Because. . . / No, I dont. Because. . . (开放

性问题,回答有理即可)

Integrated skills & Study skills

[基础加油站]

一、 1. disadvantage　 2. stranger(s) 　 3. aliens　 4. risk

二、 1. after all　 2. carry out　 3. the percentage of the students

4. start with a discussion

[训练进行时]

一、 1—5　 BADBD

二、 1. simply 　 2. ninths 　 3. living 　 4. importance 　

5. realizing

[阅读再提升]

一、 1—5　 BADDC　 6—10　 BCACB　 11—15　 ACDAB

二、 1. worries　 2. even　 3. nothing　 4. talk　 5. same

6. solve　 7. finding　 8. himself　 9. more　 10. if

Task

[基础加油站]

一、 1. discussion　 2. planets　 3. compared　 4. disadvantages

[训练进行时]

一、 1—5　 ADDBD

二、 1. Fathers　 2. further　 3. second　 4. weight

5. themselves　 6. is

[阅读再提升]

1—5　 CABDB　 6—7　 CA

阶段总结二

一、 1—5　 DABDA　 6—10　 ABCBB　

二、 1—5　 DACCD　 6—10　 ADCBC

三、 1—3　 DCA

单元测试卷

一、 1—5　 ACCAB　 6—10　 CBCBD　 11—15　 CCADB

二、 1—5　 BCDAB　 6—10　 DACAB

三、 1—5　 ABCBD　 6—10　 BDBAC

四、 1. polluted　 2. uncomfortable　 3. stranger　 4. possibility

5. increase　 6. rapidly　 7. tasty　 8. planet　 9. After　

10. sleeping

五、 1. I wonder if the food on Mars is tastier than that on the

Earth. 　 2. Our Earth is becoming more and more crowded

and polluted. 　 3. The number of the girls is only one-third

of that of the boys in our class. 　 4. It is hoped that we

could start all over again on Mars. 　 5. Do you know what

life could / will be like on the Earth in the future.

六、 　 　 Attention, please!

Im very pleased to have this chance to tell you

something about life on Mars. Life on Mars is really different

from that on the Earth. People have more space and robots

help us do most of our work. There are lots of shopping malls

on Mars as well as online cinemas. The transport on Mars is

also very special. The public transport system is very

comfortable and produces no air pollution. Although there

are some disadvantages of living on Mars, like the gravity

problem, living on Mars is a very interesting and wonderful
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thing. With the development of technology, more people

would be sent to Mars. Im looking forward to it and I think

its worth waiting for it.

Thanks for your attention!

模拟测试卷(1)

一、 1—5　 CBBBA　 6—10　 BACDB　 11—15　 BDBAA

二、 1—5　 BAADC　 6—10　 CADAC　 11—15　 ABABD

三、 1—5　 DACDC　 6—10　 ACDAB

四、 1. It is an organization that helps people in need.

2. Those with the most comfortable chairs, and for food and

drinks will pay more. 　 3. People have to pay a fine if they

dont wear red at a red nose party. 　 4. In England, New

Zealand and some other countries. 　 5. It was a great

success as a whole. / It helps people in need in a clever

(wise / humorous) way. (言之有理即可)

五、 1. their　 2. twentieth　 3. Childrens　 4. impolite　 5. the

simplest　 6. eating　 7. decisions　 8. will be　 9. Work　

10. open

六、 1. green　 2. turning　 3. possible　 4. use　 5. habits　

6. Instead　 7. own　 8. that　 9. less　 10. difference

七、 Good table manners

We are going to hold a talk on good table manners. The

purpose of the talk is to teach students rules for eating. It will

take place at 3 p. m. on 12 June at the school hall. There

will be a lot of advice on table manners. We hope you will

find them useful. Above all, when you are sitting at the

table, you should not start eating until everyone is ready,and

it is impolite to make too much noise while eating or

drinking. You should not eat with your mouth open or talk

with food in your mouth. Also, do not reach over someones

plate for something. When we have dinner, its best for us to

eat up all the food on the plate. We should reduce waste.

Before you leave, wait for everyone to finish. These rules are

important because we should make sure that both guests and

hosts are comfortable at the table.

模拟测试卷(2)

一、 1—5　 ADBCA　 6—10　 CDDBC　 11—15　 BCBDA

二、 1—5　 ADDCB　 6—10　 ADBDC　 11—15　 BCCBA

三、 1—5　 DBADB　 6—10　 CCDAB

四、 1. surprise　 2. important　 3. Lessons　 4. sung　

5. themselves　 6. Everyone / Everybody　 7. receive　

8. warmest　 9. prize　 10. fly

五、 1. theirs　 2. habit　 3. force　 4. through　

5. weighed　 6. ninety-fifth　 7. further　 8. to lie　

9. truly　 10. will be handed / are going to be handed

六、 1. along　 2. articles　 3. but　 4. help　 5. wonderful

6. new　 7. know　 8. teaching　 9. why　 10. able

七、 Dear Mr Zhang,

Im a student in a middle school in Taixing. Now let me

tell you something about my hometown.

Taixing has a long history. It has a population of nearly

1,200,000. In the past, the air was fresh and people could

smell the flowers and hear the birds singing / sing. But people

lived a poor life and the roads were narrow.

Now, everything has changed. There are many

factories. They provide more working chances for the young

people. And its easy for people to buy things in so many

supermarkets. There are buses and taxis everywhere. People

buy / have their own cars. They communicate with each other

by phone, through the Internet and so on.

However, with the development of Taixing, it causes

many problems, such as air pollution. I think the

government should make stricter laws to protect the

environment.

Yours,

Tom

模拟测试卷(3)

一、 1—5　 DAACD　 6—10　 DBBDB　 11—15　 DBACC

二、 1—5　 DAADC　 6—10　 ADDCC

三、 1—5　 BDDAB　 6—10　 CDBDC

四、 1. How / Ways　 2. with　 3. proper　 4. get / have　
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5. remember　 6. kind　 7. connecting　 8. healthier

9. work　 10. certain / sure

五、 1. firemen　 2. realizing / achieving　 3. pays

4. impatient　 5. abroad　 6. themselves　 7. twice　

8. havent packed　 9. successfully　 10. is finished

六、 1. jokes　 2. succeed　 3. angry　 4. thank　 5. rest

6. life　 7. presents　 8. together　 9. December

10. seen

七、 Dear classmates,

Summer holiday is coming, and here is my plan for it.

First, Id like to read different kinds of good books. In

my opinion, reading is really a wonderful time. Besides,

good books also open up a whole new world to me. I also

think its necessary for me to learn some skills. Ill learn to

cook delicious and healthy dishes to make my parents happy.

Second, I plan to travel around the country and enjoy

the beautiful sight. I think travelling can help me not only

reduce the stress of study but also learn a lot about the

world. At the same time, Ill do exercise every day. As a

result, I can keep healthy and energetic.

Third, Im going to do some voluntary work this summer

holiday. Ill take part in some charity activities so that I can

help more people. Whats more, I can get some experience

and improve my skills. Also, I decide to do something to

protect the environment. For example, Ill help clean the

parks and ask people not to throw the waste about.

I hope all of you can enjoy the coming holiday. Thats

all. Thank you.

模拟测试卷(4)

一、 1—5　 DBACA　 6—10　 DCCBD　 11—15　 CACDD

二、 1—5　 BCBDC　 6—10　 ACADA

三、 1—5　 CADCB　 6—10　 DBCAB

四、 1. Four. 　 2. Proud / She felt proud / She felt proud of

herself. 　 3. (For) about 40 years. 　 4. Because of the low

birth rate. 　 5. You have a partner, friend and supporter.

五、 1. diaries　 2. abroad　 3. developing　 4. friendship

5. unknown　 6. yourselves　 7. height　 8. simply　 9. to

paint　 10. were held

六、 1. pride　 2. subjects　 3. easily　 4. useful　 5. notes

6. asking　 7. better　 8. fail　 9. progress　 10. although

七、 Living a healthy life

Its important for us to live a healthy life.

First of all, we need to form good eating habits. Wed

better eat more fruit and vegetables. We shouldnt have too

much meat or sugar.

Second, its necessary for us to do more exercise. We

can ride or walk to school. We should take an active part in

all kinds of activities. For example, we can play ball games.

We can also go jogging and swimming after school.

Third, its important for us to have enough sleep. So we

should plan our time carefully so that we can go to bed early

and get up early.

Last but not the least, keeping clean is also important.

We must wash our hands often so that we can prevent some

diseases from spreading. We shouldnt drop litter carelessly.

Whats more, its necessary for us to clean our rooms every

day. We can open the windows to keep the air fresh.

In a word, the healthier life we live, the happier we

will feel.

模拟测试卷(5)

一、 1—5　 ABADB　 6—10　 CBCCD　 11—15　 DABAC

二、 1—5　 BCABD　 6—10　 ADCAB

三、 1—5　 CBBCC　 6—10　 DBACD

四、 1. kite　 2. away　 3. deep　 4. proud　 5. spread　 6. use

7. unhappy 　 8. libraries 　 9. havent finished 　 10.

more rapidly

五、 1. UK　 2. Attending　 3. work / study　 4. Differences

5. later　 6. classrooms　 7. homework　 8. interested

9. follow　 10. going

六、 1. anyone / anybody　 2. chance　 3. many　 4. thousands　

5. covered　 6. water　 7. Even　 8. with　 9. realize

10. same
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七、 Dear Helen,

Im writing to ask for some information about your club

after reading the poster.

I know you need some more people to join it. Firstly, if

I want to be a member of your club, do I have to write an

application letter? Or I just need to give you a call and tell

you something about myself.

Secondly, I can only take part in activities at the

weekend. Could you please tell me the time and the

activities you organize? And I also want to know what I

should prepare before the activities.

Finally, can I introduce my friends to join the club?

I am looking forward to your early reply. Please call me

on 025-86430246 or email me at 609913370@ qq. com.

Yours faithfully,

Li Ming

模拟测试卷(6)

一、 1—5　 DCCCD　 6—10　 ACDBB　 11—15　 ADBBB

二、 1—5　 CDDBC　 6—10　 BCBDC

三、 1—5　 CDBCA　 6—10　 CDACB

四、 1. lucky　 2. environment　 3. himself　 4. Friday　

5. peacefully　 6. seventieth　 7. activity　 8. Arrive

9. excited　 10. to visit

五、 1. In the city. / He used to work in the city. / My father used

to work in the city. 　 2. He lost his arms in a traffic

accident. / The neighbour lost his arms in a traffic accident. /

Our neighbour lost his arms in a traffic accident. 　 3. By

hand. / He decided to harvest it by hand. / He decided to

harvest his neighbours rice by hand. 　 4. After dinner. / He

made his way to the field after dinner. / The writers father

made his way to the field after dinner. 　 5. He kept his

words. / He was a man who kept his words.

六、 1. comfortable / cheap 　 2. service 　 3. first 　 4. center /

certre　 5. speed　 6. slow　 7. However　 8. run　

9. another　 10. quickly

七、 Dear Dad & Mum,

I will leave junior school and meet a new challenge of

my life. Now I would like to tell you what I have done in the

past three years.

I have learnt / learned a lot of knowledge from the books

and I have improved my study skills. I have learnt a lot of

famous people all over the world. Spuds story tells us not to

give up when we do anything. I can also get along / on with

my teachers and classmates. We learn from each other and

help each other, too. At home I can do some housework so

that you can have more time to rest. On my way to school, I

can obey the traffic rules. / I can help old men cross the

road. When I meet difficulty, I can talk to my friends /

teachers / you about it.

Now I feel stressed in my study. I cant get enough

sleep / I have too much homework to do every day / I have no

time for my hobbies.

I would thank you for taking good care of / looking after

me and thank my teachers and friends for their help. I will

plan my time well to study better and sleep well / make my

study and my body better / achieve a balance between my

study and my hobbies.

Yours Sincerely

Jim

模拟测试卷(7)

一、 1—5　 CDABB　 6—10　 CCBCC　 11—15　 DCCDB

二、 1—5　 DBDCA　 6—10　 BCDAC　 11—15　 ABDCB

三、 1—5　 DBCBC　 6—10　 CBBDA

四、 1. engineers　 2. stored　 3. seriously　 4. control　

5. awake　 6. cleaner　 7. themselves　 8. ninth

9. angrily　 10. directors

五、 1. What; do　 2. if; dont　 3. too; to　 4. made　 to

5. What; had

六、 1. beautiful　 2. met　 3. answer　 4. communicate　

5. school　 6. schoolwork　 7. another　 8. donated　

9. research　 10. more

七、 　 　 Last Sunday afternoon, I went to the park with my
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cousin. When we were walking around, we saw a boy eat a

banana and throw the skin on the ground. Just as we were

going to pick it up, a man slipped on the skin. He was badly

hurt and couldnt move. We called 120. Soon an ambulance

came and took him to the hospital.

It was really bad of the boy to do that! We must say no

to this bad behavior. Everyone should care about his daily

behavior and follow the social rules so that the world will be

a better place.

模拟测试卷(8)

一、 1—5　 CBDCA　 6—10　 BDCDD　 11—15　 AACDB

二、 1—5　 DCABC　 6—10　 BDBAD　 11—15　 CCADB

三、 1—5　 CDBCD　 6—10　 CBCAD

四、 1. doesnt go　 2. How often　 3. how to　 4. were chosen　

5. It took

五、 1. culture(s) / customs　 2. expect　 3. arrive　 4. early　

5. because　 6. lunch　 7. discuss 　 8. relax 　 9. first 　

10. foreign

六、 1. We should think whether it is really necessary.

2. We should / had better use a china cup (instead of a paper

cup) . / Its better to use a china cup. 　 3. It means “change

things into something else” . 　 4. To help save trees. / We

can help save trees. 　 5. To protect the environment. / We

should do something to protect the environment. / These

words will remind us of doing something to protect the

environment. / . . .

七、 　 　 Good afternoon, everyone! Its great honor for me to

make a speech on behalf of our group.

It has been three years for us to study in such a

beautiful school. Our teachers always try to make their

lessons lively and interesting. We have learned a lot over

these years. We know we could hardly succeed without our

teachers devotion, our parents support and our classmates

help. Id like to thank all of you for what you have done

for us.

At this moment, I advise all of us to do something for

our school, such as donating books, planting trees to make

our school more beautiful. Whats more, we should study

hard so that our school will be proud of us.

I hope our school will be much better and all of us will

have a wonderful future!

Thats all for my speech. Thanks for listening.
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